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RE: Comments on Wildfire Adapted Communities Recommendations Report - Public Review Draft
Dear Department of Land Conservation and Development:
We, the Jackson County Board of Commissioners, appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on the Public
Review Draft of the Wildfire Adapted Communities Recommendations Report (Report). As the community
that suffered the most destructive wildfires in the history of Oregon in 2020, with over 3,000 housing units
destroyed and tens of thousands of residents impacted, we believe Jackson County has a unique perspective and
experience to bring to this matter.
Initially, we have some concerns and questions regarding how the membership of the Wildfire Adapted
Communities Stakeholder Group was determined. ln reviewing the membership roster, the only individuals
identified as having a connection to Jackson County do not have any connection to a local government charged
with adopting and implementing land use regulations within our County. The membership includes an
individual responsible for fighting wildfires, and individuals who advocate for land use regulations. However,
the Group does not include an individual who is actually responsible for land use regulations within our County,
at either the city or County level of government. ln looking at the membership roster, there are only two Elected
Officials, or employees of local public entities, who are charged with adopting and implementing local land use
regulations. As such, we believe the membership of this Group, as a whole, is not reflective of the individuals
who have actual knowledge of adopting and implementing local land use regulations and, especially so, have
no representation of the one county entity, Jackson, that was most impacted by the recent wildfires. To say we
are disappointed in this oversight of appointing anyone representing a local government who actually
experienced and worked through a catastrophic wildfire to this Group, especially someone representing Jackson
County, would be an understatement.
Turning to the substance of the Recommendations, Jackson County has comments on five of the six
recommendations put forward in the Public Review Draft of the Report. Our comments reflect our lived
experiences in dealing with the devastating Almeda and South Obenchain Fires, as well as adopting and
implementing local land use regulations in our community. We sincerely hope that the Group and the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) takes into serious consideration these comments.
As to Recommendation No. I, Jackson County does not understand the recommendation to create another
system of community information and engagement related to planning efforts directed specifically at wildfire
adapted communities or, for that matter, a need for any specialty system for community involvement and

